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Reviews ofthe literature on foreign-language anxiety show a
considerable amount of arnbiguity arising from the conflicting
results ofpast studies. This study attempts to show that these
diffrculties can be resolvedgiven an awarenessofthe theoreticaperspective frorn which this research has developed. Specifically, it was predicted that anxiety based in the language
environment would be associatedwith languageleamingwhereas
othertypes ofanxiety wouldnot show consistent relationships to
performance. Eleven anxiety scaleswere factor analyzed yielding two orthogonal dimensions of anxiety which were labelled
GeneralAnxicty and,CommunicatiueAraiety. It was found that
only Comrnunicative Anxiety is a factor in both the acquisition
and production of French vocabulary. Analyses of the corelations between the anxiety scales and the measures of achievement show that scales of foreignJanguage anxiety and state
anxiety are associatedwith performance. Scalesoftest anxiety,
audiencesensitivity, trait anxiety, and othertypes ofanxietydid
not correlate with any of the production measures. Finally, a
rnodel is proposed which describesthe development of foreigrrlanguage anxiety.
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In his review ofthe literature on the role ofanxiety in secondJanguage learning, Scovel (1978) discusses four studies,
each of which had somewhat inconsistent results. He points
out, for example, that Swain and Burnaby (1976) found a
negative correlation between language-class anxiety and one
measure ofchildren's ability to speak French but no significant
correlations with other measures of profciency. Similarly,
Tucker, Hamayan and Genesee (1976) found one index of
performance to be significantly negatively related to FrenchClass anxiety, but reported three other indices that were not
correlated sigrrifrcantly with this type of anxiety. Also, while
Chastain (1975) found that test anxiety correlated negatively
with proficiency in an audiolingual French courseit showedno
relationship to proficiency in regular French or German courses.
Further complicating the issue was the positive correlation
between test anxiety and grades in Spanish and the lack ofany
relationship between Manifest Anxiety and grades in any of
the courses. The frnal study cited by Scovel(Kleinmann, 1977)
considered two types of anxiety, facilitating and debilitating
(seeAlpert & Haber, 1960). Facilitating anxiety is considered
tobe an asset to performance and showedthe predicted positive
correlations with Arabic students' willingness to attenpt diffrcult linguistic structures in English. Debilitating anxiety,
which is the more common interpretahon of anxiety, is considered to be detrimental to performance, but did not show the
expected negative correlations with performance. In summary, Scovel (1978) stated that foreign-language-anxiety research suffered from several qnbiguities.
Horwitz, Horwitz, and Cope (1986) make a similar statement alnost a decadeafter Scovel'sreview. As a remedy, they
outline a theoretical framework from which to begin. Horwrtz
et al. (1986) describe three components of foreignJanguage
anxiety. The first is cornmunication apprehension. They
propose that the language student has mature thoughts and
ideas but an inmature second-languagevocabularywith which
to express them. The inability either to express oneself or to
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comprehend another person leads to frustration and apprehension. The secondcomponent, closely related to the first, is feor
of negatiue social eualuation, Becausestudents are unsure of
themselves and what they are saying, they may feel that they
are not able to make the proper social impression. The third
component is test anx.iety, namely, apprehension over academic
evaluation. The pedagogical requirements of the school and
teacher require that the student continually be assessedon
aspectsof proficiency while that proficiency is being acquired.
These three components then, communication apprehension,
fear of social evaluation, and test anxiety, are \riewed by
Horwitz et al. to have a deleterious effect on second-language
acquisition.
The concept of second-Ianguageanxiety has also been investigated in the context ofattitudes and motivation and their
relationship to profrciency. Because the primary focus is on
attitudes and motivation, detailed information is not always
given about the relationship of anxiety to proficiency. The
Attitudes and Motivation Test Battery (AMTB) contains the
French Class Anxiety scale (Gardner, 1985). This scale measures the degree to which students report feeling embarrassed
or anxious in language class. It has shown strong reliability
(Gardner, Smythe, & Lalonde, 1984)but the role assignedit in
the language-acquisition processhas been debated (Lalonde &
Gardner, 1984). The concern of most studies that use the
AMTB has been with larger issues of attitudes and motivation,
rather than the more specifrc role of any single construct such
as anxiety. However, both the global and the specifrc issues
deserve attention and it is worthwhile to look more closely at
the results of someofthese studies to gain someinsightinto the
specific role offoreign-langrage anxiety in the language-Iearning process.
When the above studies and others (see Maclntyre &
Gardner, 1988) are examined in detail, the consistency of the
findings is noteworthy. Studies have reported significant
correlations of French-Class anxiety with course grades (see
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forexample,Gardner,Lalonde,Moorcroft,& Evers,1987).One
largestudyofmore than 1,000studentsin Grades7 through 11
(Gardner, Smythe, Cl6ment, & Gliksman, 1976) found that
French-Classanxiety correlated more strongly with profrciency as tJle students entered higher grade levels. In fact, the
highest single correlation between any AMTB scaleand profrciencyin Grade 11 was the anxiety measure(e-.43, p<.OOl).
Also, factor analysesconsistentlyreport loadingsof FrenchClassAnxiety on a proficiencyfactor (Cl6ment& Kruidenier,
1985;Cl6ment,1987;Gardner,Moorcroft,& Maclntyre, 1987).
Usingregressionprocedures,
bothGliksman(1981)andTrylong
(1987)found that the addition ofFrench ClassAnxiety scores
to an equation already containing attitude and motivation
indices resulted in a significant impmvement in prediction.
Trylong(1987)concludedthat aptitude,attitudes,and anxiety
"interact in unique and powerful
ways asthey relate to achievement" (p. 65).
While the resultsoftheselatter studiesin particular show
that foreign-language anxiety is a predictor of success in
languageclass,the problemsnotedby Scovel( 1978)and Horwitz, et al. (1986)cannot be ignored. The diffrculty may be
traced to the instruments chosento measureanxiety in sone
of the studies. Relevant to this point is Endler's (1980)
argu.mentfor a multidimensionalview of anxiety. He proposes
that to study anxietyis to study the interactionofthe personin
the situation producing that anxiety. Somesituations arouse
anxiety while others do not, so both the individual and the
context must be taken into consideration. Instruments such as
the Taylor (1953) Manifest Anxiety scale or Spielberger's
(1983)State-Trait Anxiety Inventory attempt to define a personality trait of anxiety applicableacrossseveralsituations,
but this may not be the best way to measure anxiety in a
languageJearningcontext. Gardner(1985)has proposedthat
scales directly concernedwith foreigrrJanguage anxiety are
more appr-opriate for studying language anxiety than are
generalanxiety scales.
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While the instruments used to measurelanguageanxiety
should be specificto the languagearea, theoretical Iinks to the
nore general anxiety literature can be strengthened. For
example,Tobias(1979,1980,1986)hasproposeda modelofthe
effects of anxiety on Iearning from ingtruction. He suggests
that anxious persons tend to engagein self-directed, derogatory cogrrition rather than focussingon the task itself. These
task-irrelevant thoughts competewith task-relevant ones for
limited cognitiveresounces.Nonanxiousindividuals tend not
to engagein such self-preoccupations,giving them an advantage when the task at hand is taxing. This theory helps to
explain the oftencited finding ofan interaction betweenanxiety, task difficulty, and ability (Spielberger,1983;Hunsley,
1985;Sarason,1986).
Accordingto Tobias (1986), interference may occur at
three levels: input, processing,and output. At input, anxiety
may causeattention deficits and poor initial processingof information. In short,not asmuchinformationis registered.For
exa:nple,peoplewith higher anxiety seemeasily distracted
from the task becausetime is dividedbetweenthe processing
of emotion-relatedand task-relatedcogrrition. Ifthe task is
relatively simple,anxiety may havelittle effecton processing.
The more diltrcult the task becomes,relative to ability, the
greater the effect of anxiety on processing. Interference with
the rehearsalofnew information would be an exampleofthis
type of effect. At output, anxiety may interfere with the
retrieval ofpreviouslylearnedinformation. The experienceof
'freezingl on a test canbe attributed to the influenceofanxiety
at the time of retrieval.
The presentstudy hastwo najor goals.First, the Horwitz
et al. (1986)theory will be evaluatedas a theoreticalframework from which foreignJanguage-anxiety research can proceed. Severalrelevant anxiety scaleswiII be factor analyzedto
determine the dimensionalitythat underlies them. Second,
the theory of Tobias(1986)will be usedto proposethe mechanism by which foreign-languageanxiety may operate. A
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suggestion for explaining the initial development of such
apprehension will be offered. To examine such relationships,
the present study employed a paired associate task in which
subjects y/ere taught the English equivalents of 38 French
words. In addition, three neasures of vocabulary production
were taken and the level of anxiety experienced during production was manipulated by placing time limits on the interval
between responses. The relationship between the dimensions
ofanxiety and the various measures oflearning and production
was then examined.

METHOD
This study involved three phases. In the frrst phase,a
questionnairecontaininga seriesofanxiety scaleswasadministered. In the secondpart, subjects were given four trials to
Iearn 38 English-Frenchpairs administeredby computerand
were tested prior to each trial. Spielberget's(1983) StateAnxiety scalewas administeredafter three of thesetests. The
final phase involved French vocabulary production and free
recall of the paired associates.
SUBJECTS
Fifty-two nale and 52 femalesubjectswere tested individually during sessionsIasting approximatelyone hour. All
subjects were introductory psychologystudents who received
course credit in exchangefor their participation. Only individuals betweenthe agesof 18 and 25, with English as their
native language,were recruited.
MATERIAI,S
Nine anxiety scales were administered to all participants.
Each of these neasures is shown below. Item keying was
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balancedbetweenpositively and negatively wordeditems in all
casesexcept the Test anxiety scale which mntains only items
indicative of anxiety. Cronbacn"salpha reliability coefficients
(a) for the presentsarnpleare presentedwith eachscale,along
with a sample item.
Scaleswere groupedby responseformat with items from
each scale mixed together randomly. Section 1 contained the
FrenchClassanxiety,EnglishClassanxiety,andMathematics
Classanxiety scaleswhich were answeredon six-pointLikert
scales.Section2 containedthe FrenchUseanxiety,Trait anxiety, and Computeranxiety scalesalsousing a six-pointLikert
responseformat. In Section3 werethe measuresofTest anxiety andAudienceanxiety which required Tlue/False responses.
sothat
ClassroomAnxieltes:This scaleqr4sadYninistered
each it€m appeared above three separate six-point Likert
responsescalescorresponding
to French(a=.90),Mathematics
(o=.89),and English(cr=.87)classes.Eight items wereadapted
from Gardner's(1985)French Class anxiety scale to assess
anxiety experiencedin any classroom,and each item was
presentedso that anxiety in each class was assessedseparately. A sample item is "I was generally tense whenever
participating in 'French Class';Math Class';'English Class'."
FrenchUseAnriety (a=.86). This scalecontainsthe same
eight items used by Gliksman (1981) and was designedto
whenusingFrench
measurethe amountofanxietyexperienced
in interpersonalsituations. I semplsitem is "It would bother
me if I had to speakFrenchon the telephone."
Trait Awiety (a=.68). A generalmeasureof anxiety was
obtained using ten items chosenfrom the 20-item scale containedin the JacksonPersonalityInventory(Jackson,1978).A
sampleitem is "I sometimesfeeljittery."
ComputerAn ery(q=.89). This eight-itemscalewas developedto assessthe e{fectof a respondent'sreaction to the use
of a computer. A sampleitem is 'It bothers meto have anything
to do with a computer." The scale items are contained in
Maclntyre (1988).
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TestAnxizty (s=.65). This scalecontainsten of the items
used by Sarason& Mandler (1952)to assessthe degreeto
which the respondent feels anxious in formal testing situations.A sampleitem is "I dreadcourseswherethe instructor
has the habit of giving 'pop'quizzes.'
AudienceSensitiuity(ar.72). Ten items werechosenfrom
the scaledevelopedby Paivio (1965)to measurethe degreeof
apprehensionexperiencedin situations in which the respondent encountersa gtoup ofpeople. A sanple item is "IfI came
Iate to a meeting,I'd rather stand than take a front seat."
StateAnriety. Spielberger's(1983)20-itemscalewasused
as a measure of anxiety at the particular moment when the
computer tests were being completed. It was administered
three times during the Iearning phase, following the first
(or=.91;,,O'"U,oq=.92),and fi{th (%=.gf) test t.isls. d 5emple
item is 'I feel calm."
Paired Associafes. In addition to these anxiety scales,
subjects were presented with a paired-associateslearning
task. Thirty-eight French-Englishnoun pairs were administeredby computer.Thesepairs wereconsideredequivalentin
image-evokingpotential. The mean translation probability
reportedby Desrochers(1980)for this groupofpairs is .02,with
a medianof 0. An exampleof a pair is "Le phare=headlight."
Vocabulary?est. Subjectswere also given a vocabulary
production test. Six items were administeredorally by the
experimenterin randomorder. Threeofthe items requiredthe
subjectto respondorally and three required written responses.
For eachsubject,it was randomlydeterminedwhich of the six
items wouldbe answeredorally and which wouldbe answered
in writing. Eachitem requireda list of singleword responses
appropriateto a given category.An exarnplefron this test is
"List,inFrench,all theitemsthatwould put in refrigerator.'
be
a
PROCEDURE
Upon arrival at the testing room, each subject was pre-
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sented with a questionnaire that requested infornation on the
number of years he or she had studied French in school, the
number ofyears since his or her last French course,the title of
the last course, and his or her final mark in that course. The
remainder ofthe questionnaire contained the anxiety scalesas
described above.
Subjectsthen began the learning task. To establish a base
level, subjects were presented frrst with a 38-item multiplechoice test containing the pairs to be learned. In this test, a
French noun, with article, was presented on the screen along
with five randomly chosen, numbered, English alternatives.
Subjects indicated their responseby typing the number corresponding to their choice. Each subject was given a unique
random order ofthe French nouns. As well, the correct English
noun was randomly positioned amongthe alternatives. The 37
remaining English nouns each had an equal probability of
being selected as an incorrect alternative for each of the 38
French nouns for each trial. No English word was presented
twice within the same set of options.
Following this first test, subjects were presented with a
Iearning trial in which the 38 paired associateswere presented
one at a time. Each pair was presented for 2.5 seconds and
consistedofthe French noun and article, anequals sign (=), 316
the English translation. The presentation of the 38 pairs was
followed by another test phase, and another learning phase,
until five tests and four learning trials had been completed.
Subjects were presented with the State Anxiety scaleimmediately after the first, third, and fifth tests.
Following the learning phase, each subject's knowledge of
previous vocabulary was tested. It was randomly predetermined that the first three questions from the vocabulary test
would be answered in either the oral or written node and
subjects were given the appropriate materials. At this point,
they were also randomly assigned to either a high-pressure or
lnw-pressure condition. AII subjects were given two minutes to
give as many responses as possible, however, subjects in the
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high-pressure condition were told that ifthey stopped spealong
or writing for more than 15 secondg at a time they would be
given the next item. When switching response nodalities the
experimenter reminded the subject that the next three questions were gimilar to the onesjust ans$rered and that the same
time limits applied. Following this, the experimenter administered the Free Recall test. Subjects were asked to recall orally
the pairs they had learned previously. A maximum of four
minutes was allotted with a fiIteen-secondtime Iimit between
responsesfor those in the high-pressure condition.

RESULTS
The results of this study fall into two general categories.
The frrst deals with the relationships among the anxiety
measuresand is primarily concernedwith the dimensionality
underlying the anxiety measures. The secondset of analyses
examinesthe relationshipbetweenanxietyand both the learning and production of French vocabulary.
A preliminary analysis of variance was performed to determine whether subjects report experiencing different levels
ofanxiety in French,Mathematics,and Englishclasses.A signifrcant effectwas obtainedlF\z,206)=9.79,p<.0011and post
hoc comparisonsof the meansshowedthat the mean French
Classanxietyscore(i=17.79)wassignificantlyhigher than the
mean for both the English Class(x=12.58)and Mathematics
Class (i=13.90) anxiety, which did not differ significantly
betweenthemselves.This analysisindicatesthat the French
class is the most anxiety provoking of the three examined.
DIMENSIONALIIY OF ANXTETY
To determine the dimensionality underlying the various
mezururesof anxiety, the intercorrelations ofall of the anxiety
scaleswere subjectedto a Principal Componentsanalysis and
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Varimax rotation. Three factors were obtained with eigenvalues greater than 1.0, however, application of the scree test
(Cattell, 1966) indicated that a two-factor solution was nost
appropriate. The two extracted factors (see Table 1) accounted
fot 48Voof the total variance.
Factor I obtained high (greater than f.50) loadings fron
seven measures and appears to define a dimension of General
Anxiety. The Trait anxiety scale, all three of the administrations of the Spielberger State anxiety scale, the Test anxiety
scale,the Computer anxiety scale,and the Mathematics Class
anxiety scaleproduced appreciable factor loadings. Becauseof
the wide range and generic nature of situations referred to in
the scales defining this factor, it seems best identified as a
General Anxiety factor.
Factor II appears to identify a dimension of Communicative Anxiety. This factor obtained appreciable loadings from
French Class anxiety, French Use anxiety, English Class
anxiety, and the Audience sensitivity scale. This factor will be
referred to as Communicative Anxiety, because each of these
measures involves, to some extent, anxiety reactions in oral
communication situations.
ANXIETYAND

LEARNING

To control the 1}pe 1 error rate, Hummel and Sligo's
(1971) recommendationswere followed and the initial analysis
was conducted using a 2x2x5 split plot factorial design
MANOVA. The number of pairs correctly identified per learning trial and the latency of each trial were entered as dependent variables with General Anxiety (high vs. low), Communicative Anxiety (high vs. low), and Tlials 1-5 as the factors. The
General Anxiety and Communicative Anxiety gloups were
defined in terms ofa median split offactor scoresbased on the
preceding principal components analysis. Sigrrificant multiAnxiety (Wilks
variate effects were found for Communicative
"l,ambda=.
1 12' p<.001 ),
Lambda=. 828, p<. 001), Trials (Wilks
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Table I
VarimaxRotatedFactor Matrix

Factor1
General
Anxiety
FrenchClass
FrenchUse
EnglishClass
Audience
Math Class
Compuier
Trait
Test
State I
State2
State3

-.m
.0t
.09
.25
.63
.59
.51
.75
.68
.70
.60

Factor2
Communicative
Anxiety

.78
.&
.58
.60

-.25

.28
.08
.30
.29
.51

and for the CommunicativeAnxiety by Tlials interaction
(Wilks Lambda=.956,p< .05). Following the suggestionof
Hummel and Sligo (1971),attention is directedto signifrcant
univariate tests for these factors. Signifrcant effects were
obtainedfor CommunicativeAnxiety t.F'(1,
100)=19.tb,p<.0011,
Trials [tr14, 400)=673.02,
p< .0011and the Conmunicative
Anxiety by lYials interaction tf(4, 400) = 2.49,p<.051for the
number correct. In the caseof latency, only the univariate
effectfor Trials was significant tF(4, 400)=224.36,
p<.0011.
The significant main effects found for Trials simply indicate that learning had taken place and that responseswere
madeincreasinglyrapidly, as expected.The Communicative
Anxiety by Trials interactionis presentedin Figure l. The differencebetweenthe communicativeanxiety groups widened
for the second,third, and fourth trials as comparedto the frrst
and last trials indicating that the low CommunicativeAnxiety
group was learning nore rapidly between the secondand
fourth trials. Inspectionofthe meansand standarddeviations
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Table2
TheRelatinnshipof Indivi&ul Attxkty Scalesto the
Numberof Correctly ldentified Pairs and Latencyper Tial
Trial I
FrenchClass
Number Correct
Iatency
FrenchUse
Number Correct
I,atency
EnglishClass
NumberCorrect
Latency
Math Class
NumberCorrect
Iitency
Trait
Number Correct
Iatency
Audience
NumberCorrect
Latency
Test
NumberCorrect
Latency
Computer
Number Correct
l-atency
State I
NumberCorect
Latency
State2
NumberConect
latency
State3
NumberCorrect
I-atency

Tit^lz

Trid 3

Trial4

Trial 5

-.30*
.05

-.37**
.12

-.37**
.22

_.42*t
.28*

_.34**
.25*

.10

.10

-.32**
.14

-.22
.16

-.t9
.13

.00
.02

-.15
.03

-.09
.06

-.21
.07

-.14
.l I

.12
.01

-.o2

.22

.12
-.11

.09
-.09

.09
-.10

-.09
.04

-.03
.00

.01
-.02

.00
.05

.00
.00

.05
-.22

-.02
_.16

-.o4
-.20

-.15
-.12

-.14
-.05

-.trJ

li

.16

-.20
.21

.20

-.02
.23

-.4
.16

.00
.08

.07
.06

.06
-.02

-.02
.01

.00
.00

-.16
.20

-.16
.24

-.05
.19

.02
.18

.06
.W

-.17

_.33*'i

_.29*
.29*

-.16
.29*

-.07
.21

_.26*
. lI

-.26'
.18

-.19
.17

.03
-.10
-.1I

.20

-.u
.00

*=p<.01; +*=p<.001;
two-hiled
:,.:l
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suggests that a ceiling effect was responsible for the narrowing
ofthe gap between groups for the fifth trial.
Because subjects had varying degrees of prior experience
with French, several Analyses ofCovariance were performed to
contml for the effects ofthe initial differences among subjects.
For the first analysis, the number conect on the first trial was
entered as a covariate for each ofthe other four trials. Analyses
ofcovariance were also performed removing the effects ofyears
ofstudy and marks in French. All three ofthese analyses show
results that are equivalent to the analysis just presented.
Inspection ofthe adjusted means showed that, as in the above
analysis, the significant Communicative Anxiety by Trials
interaction was accounted for by the narrowing of the gap
between the high- and low-anxiety gtoups on the frfth trial.
Table 2 presents the correlations between eachofthe anxiety scalesand the Number Conect and Latency for each trial.
To reduce the Tlpe I error rate in experiments, only those with
a Tlpe I probability level less than (.01) are reported. Only four
correlations between anxiety and Latency are sigrrificant, two
involving State anxiety and two involving French Class anxiety. These correlations show that high scores on these measures tend to be associated with longer latencies only on the
later trials.
In terms of learning, French Class anxiety was sigrrifrcantly negatively correlated with Number Correct over all five
trials, while French Use anxiety correlated sigrrificantly with
the Number Correct for the frrst three trials. The only other
scale to be associated with vocabulary acquisition was Spielberger's State anxiety scale. As can be seen in Table 2' State
anxiety correlates sigrrificantly negatively with number correct only on those trials that precedeits administration.
Two cross-lagged panel analyses (Kenney, 1975) of the
correlations between State anxiety and pmfrciency were performed to evaluate the direction of'causation" between anxiety
and performance on the learning task. For the frrst analysis,
Time 1 includes the Number Correct on the secondtrial paired
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with the first State scaleand Time 2 is Number Correct on the
third trial paired with the second State scale. Using the
formulapresentedby Marascuiloand I-evin(1983,p. 71)to test
for the dilferencebetweencorrelatedcorrelations, a sigrrificant
Z scoreindicates that oneofthe diagonal correlationsis greater
than the other. The diagonal paths for this analysis are
sigrrificantly different (2=3.59,p<.001) indicating that the
correlation between Number Correct at Tlial 2 and State
anxiety 2 (r=-.33) is signifrcantlygreaterthan the correlation
betweenStateanxiety1 andNumberCorrectat Tlial3 (r=-.05).
A similar analysiswas conductedin which Time 1 represents
Number Correct on trial four and the secondState anxiety,
Time 2 representsNumber Correcton trial five and the third
State anxiety scale. This analysis also indicates (2=3.23,
p<.001)that the correlationbetweenNumber Correctat Tlial
4 and State anxiety 3 (r=-.26) is strongerthan the correlation
between State anxiety 2 with Number Correct at Trial 5
(r=-.gtr. Both tests suggestthat it is more likely that poor
performanceleadsto State anxiety than it is that State anxiety
leadsto poor performance.
RECALL OF THE PAIRS
A 2x2x2 analysisof variancewas performedto compare
the effectsof GeneralAnxiety, CommunicativeAnxiety, and
PressureConditionon the free recall of the pairs. Significant
main effectswerefoundfor CommunicativeAnxiety tf(l, 96)=
9.58,p<.01Jand pressureconditiont(1, 96)=6.29,p<.011.
Thosewith high CommunicativeAnxiety tendedto havelower
scores(X=31.87)than their less-anxious
counterpartsfi=44.65).
Also,the high-pressureconditionseemsto haverestrictedthe
scoresof those in that group (X=32.8?)as comparedto the
subjectsunder low pressureG=43.65). None ofthe interactions was significant.
When each of the 11 conelations betweenthe anxiety
scalescoresand the free recall scoresare examined.onlv two
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coeffrcients were sigrrificant at the .01 level; French Class
anxiety (r=-.30) and the secondadministration of the State
Anxiety scale(r=-.28).
VOCABUI,ARY TASKS
A 2x2x2 MANOVA was performed using the Oral and
Written Profrciency scores as the dependent measures with
GeneralAnxiety, CommunicativeAnxiety, and PressureCondition as the independent variables. Signifrcant nultivariate
effects were obtained only for Communicative Anxiety (Wilks
l,=.79,p<.001)and this wasreflectedin the siglificant univariate effectsfor both oral and written scores.Thosesubjectswith
high CommunicativeAnxiety had lower scoreson both the oral
(X=15.06)and written (-X=1?.40)
measures,than did thosein
(X-=27.04
group
and X=23.81,
the low CommunicativeAnxiety
respectively).
When the correlations of the individual anxiety scales
with the Written Proficiency scoresare examined,only French
Classanxiety(r=-.34,p<.001)andFrenchUseaniely (r=-.42,
p<.001)displaya signifrcantrelationshipto proficiency.Similar resultsare obtainedfor the Oral Proficiencyscores.Again,
only French Class anxiety (r=-.40, p<.001) and French Use
anxiety (r=-.54,p<.001)are significantlyrelated to oral profrciencyscores.

DISCUSSION
Two orthogonal factors were extracted from the intercorrelations of the 11 anxiety scales. The first factor, General
Anxiety, was basedlargely on the loadingsof Trait and the
three State Anxiety scales. Although sone authors argue that
the distinction betweenState and Tlait anxiety is meaningful
(Spielberger,1983),there is evidencethat theseconceptsare
not qualitatively different (Endler, 1980; Chrisjohn, 1981).
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The results of this investigation would fall into the latter
category. Each of the three adrninistrations of the State
Anxiety scale loaded on the same factor as Tlait anxiety. In
past studies, State anxiety has been conelated significantly
with language proficiency in some investigations (e. g., Young,
1986)butnotin others (e. g., Gardner et a1.,1987). This pattern
is similar to that shown by general trait andety neasures and
test anxiety measures (e. g., Chastain, 1975). The conclusion
may be reached that this dimension of general anxiety and
those scales that comprise it are not related to language
behavior in a reliable manner.
The secondfactor, Communicative Anxiety, is independentofthe first and was definedby French Class anxiety, French
Use anxiety, English Class anxiety, and Audience sensitivity.
Clearly the first three are language-related anxieties with
Audience sensitivity suggesting that this dimension reflects
the communicative aspects of language. The Communicative
Anxiety construct, as defined by the scales used here, has a
distinct foreigrr language component. Becausethe factors are
independent of each other, they can be considered as two
separate traits.
Horwitz, Horwitz, and Cope(1986)list communication apprehension, social-evaluative anxiety, and test anxiety as the
three elements of foreign language classroom anxiety. The
Communicative Anxiety dimension generated by the preceding analysis bears an obvious relationship to the communication apprehensioncomponentproposedby Horwitz et al. (1986).
Communicative Anxiety is also conceptually related to SocialEvaluative anxiety as each involves apprehension sut"rounding social perceptions and self-consciousnesswhen speakingor
participating in a social context. The results of this study do
not, however, support Horwitz et al.'s (1986) generalization
concerning Test anxiety becausethe Test anxiety scalecontributes to the General Anxiety factor and not to the Conmunicative Anxiety one. This suggeststhat Test anxiety is a general
problem and not one that is specific to the language classroom.
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In addition, Test anxiety has beenshownto influence language
coursegrades positively and negatively (Chastain, 1975;Horwitz, 1986);therefore, a clogerexamination of the role of Test
anxiety in the foreignJanguageclassroomseeng warranted.
The secondfocusofihis study was on the relationship between anxiety and both the learning and production ofFrench
vocabulary.Tobias(1979,1986)has postulatedthree levelsat
which anxiety might influence learning: input, processing,and
output. Each ofthe dependentmeasurescan be related to one
or morelevelsofthis model,as eachis primarily dependenton
one phase of memory. In Tobias' formulation, anxiety prone
peopleengagein self-related cognition about their reaction to
a task rather than concentrating on the task at hand. The
division of cogrritive resources between task-irrelevant and
task-relevant thoughts producesdeficits in the performanceof
highly anxiousindividuals.
It is possibleto evaluatethe results ofthis study in terms
ofthe predictionsthat wouldbe generatedby the Tobiasnodel
for eachstageofprocessing.First, anxiety wouldlikely havea
relatively stableinfluenceon the learning ofthe pairs, regardIessofthe stageoflearning or the node of production.According to Tobias(1986),for highly anxious subjectsto improve,
relative to those low in anxiety, they should be given the
opportunity to compensatefor their misdirected attention by
reviewing the material to be learned. This was prohibited in
the present study. A secondprediction would bethat thosehigh
in anxietyshouldrequiremoretime to respondiftheywereable
to compensatefor their anxiety. This would imply that an
effect would be observedeither in the nunber of words corbut not both. A
rectly recog-nized
or in the latencyofresponses,
third prediction is that long term memory retrieval will suffer
from the division ofcognitive resourcesand that the vocabulary
production scoreswill be lower for those high in anxiety.
The presenceofa dillerencebetweenthe Communicative
Anxiety groups on performance throughout the five trials
indicatesthat anxietyhas an effecton learning. The presence
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ofthis effectevenafter controllingfor scoreson the first trial,
for reportedmarksin French,andfor yearsofstudy is evidence
in favor ofthe stable,negativeinfluenceofthis type ofanxiety.
Becausescoreson the scalesthat comprisethis dimension
could not havebeeninfluenced by performanceon the Iearning
task, it is reasonable to suggest that high Communicative
anxiety'caused"performancedefrcits. More specifically,both
of the French anxiety scalescorrelatewith learning, suggesting that it is French-relatedanxiety that causespoorperformance on the test of French vocabulary learning.
Generallyspeaking,few ofthe anxietymeasurescorrelate
with latency,with the exceptionof French Classanxiety and
State anxiety. The State Anxiety scaleshowsan inconsistent
pattern of correlations.The secondadministrationcorrelated
with the latencyofboth the trial precedingit and the following
trial. However,neither ofthe other two administrationsshows
a similar pattern, neither State I nor State 3 correlateswith
the latencyofanytrial. This patternis difficult tointerpret and
is analogousto the type of anbiguous result found when past
studies have employedstate-trait anxiety constructs. The
French Class anxiety scalecorrelatedsigrrificantlywith the
final two trials, possiblyindicating that the subjectsbecame
more reminiscentof their French classroomexperiencesand
thosewith higher FrenchClassanxietytook longerto respond
becauseof their self-concerns.
In summary,the correlationsof
anxiety with trial latenciesare weak and occurfor later trials.
This set ofresults is consistentwith the predictionsgenerated
by the Tobiasmodel.
In terms ofthe output sideofTobias'model,the oral proficiency and written profrciencytasks relied on long-term
memory. Only French Class and French Use anxiety correlated signifrcantlywith scoreson thesemeasures. It can be
assumedthat respondentsknew many morevocabularyitems
than were produced and that more effective retrieval would
have increasedtheir scores.The task then becomesa matter
of locatingappropriateitemsin memory.The signifrcanteffect
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for Communicative Anxiety can be taken as evidence that this
anxiety interferes with the retrieval ofthese items.
While the production tasks showed the expected effects,
the anticipated difference between the two pressure conditions
did not fully emerge. It was expected that subjects with high
anxiety would perform poorly on all three tasks (oral, written,
and recall) in the high-presgure condition, relative to those
under low pressure. However, there was a significant effect for
Pressure only for the free recall task. Alter the fact, it would
seem that this may be related to the type of memory search
required. For the oral and written vocabulary tests, the subjects were required to search through long-term, distant memory
for appropriate responses. After the first 15-secondlapse in
responding, subjects in the high-pressure condition were
stopped. The lapse would likely occur when the subject had
'run out'ofretrieval
cues. For this reason, extending the time
limit to the full two minutes did not result in significantly more
responses. On the other hand, the free recall task required a
search through much more recent memory. The contextual
cues available during learning were still available during recall. In short, a 15-secondIapse did not indicate that retrieval
cueshadbeen completely exhausted and subjects given the full
two minutes were able to remember siglificantly more items.
MODEL OF CAUSALITY
The results presented abovetend to indicate that anxiety
Ieads to deficits in learning and performance. The crossJagged
panel analyses show that State anxiety is more likely to be a
product than a predictor ofthe number of pairs being learned.
It appears that the emotional state ofthe respondent is most
closely associated with performance on the preceding test
rather than on a following test. These results point to the effect
of performance on State anxiety while the previous results
point to the effects of anxiety on performance. Although not a
point addressed by Tobias, the potential for some kind of
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circularity of effect has been suggested(L€vitt,1980).
While Communicative anxiety has an effect on learning
and performance, performance can influence State anxiety.
These two perspectives on the direction of causality are not
mutually exclusive, and, in fact, can be combined into a single
framework. The key is to note that each ofthe above interpretations concentrates on a different type of anxiety, the first on
foreigrr langu.age anxiety and the second on State anxiety. The
model to be suggested is that foreign language anxiety causes
poor performance in the foreign language which produces elevations in State anxiety. This mechanism can account for the
findings related to the Communicative Anxiety dimension, as
well as the individual correlations ofthe French Class. French
Use, and State anxieties with performance.
This interpretation might indicate that when a student
experiences repeated episodes of State anxiety within language contexts, it solidifies into a situation-specific anxiety,
French Class anxiety for example. This anxiety is maintained
and strengthened by the same sequence of poor performance
leading to anxiety that created the French Class anxiety in the
first place. Presumably, a differentiation between State anxiety and French anxiety develops because State anxiety and
foreign language anxiety are associated with two dilferent
factors. This would happen as the student comes to associate
anxiety with French class, as opposedto Mathenatics class for
example. Discrimination between the different types of anxiety develops and determines the source to which the anxiety is
attributed.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The inconsistenciesof past work in the area of foreignlanguage anxiety are likely attributable to an inappropriate
level of instrument specifrcity. This study has shown that a
clear relationship exists betweenforeigrr-Ianguageanxiety and
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foreigrrJanguage proficiency. The orthogonal factors generated in the analysis ofthe anxiety scalesindicate that foreignlanguageanxiety is separablefrom general anxiety, which possibly accountsfor the poor relationship of geueral anxiety and
second-languageprofrciency. The factor analysis suggeststhat
foreign-languageanxiety is part of a more general Conmunicative Anxiety.
Both the theories of Horwitz et aI. (1986) and Tobias
(1986)weresupportedby the resultsofthis study. Horwitz, et
al. (1986)proposeda tripartite descriptionofforeign-language
anxiety with communicationapprehension,fear ofsocial evaluation, and test anxiety as the components.OnIy Test anxiety
did not emerge as an important factor in the present study.
Tobias'(1986)modeloflearning from instruction alsoreceived
support. Clearly, anxiety was shown to influence both the
learning (input) and production(output)ofFrenchvocabulary.
The modelofthe developmentofForeign-Languageanxiety which has been suggestedhere requires further testing,
however,sucha modelisableto accommodate
the resultsof the
presentstudy as well as explainingthe inconsistentfindings
observed in past, studies. Additional research is obviously
needed,but the model proposedhere would seemto be onethat
has promise for interpreting previous ambiguities and promoting a clearer understanding of the role of anxiety in both
secondJanguage
Iearning and production.
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